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New client information sheet PNG clients  

Who is CBD systems ?  

We are a Brisbane and PNG based company dedicated to providing Australian goods for PNG 

resellers. We also encourage smaller entities to join our growing list of clients and get involved in 

importing your own products for resale.  CBD systems has been involved in exporting to PNG since 

2012 and has a good track record for business development.   References from PNG businesses can 

be supplied at any time upon request. This is your chance for an easy uncomplicated way to bring 

in trade goods from Australia.  

 

What goods can CBD systems provide ?  

CBD systems can send any goods you wish from toothpicks, fashion items to truck parts if you 

want it, we can buy it and send it. 

 

What are the fees involved in CBD systems organising our goods ?  

CBD systems has a flat rate of 10% for this service so that’s 10% on top of Australian retail prices 

will be passed onto yourself >   Example  shoes cost $100   final price $110  +  freight tax’s and duty   

 

What transport services does CBD systems use ?  

For smaller resellers we can use the Australian postal service  Australia post – PNG post  you can 

collect the goods from PNG post office.   For larger orders we use TNT- preferred or DHL   clients 

must have their own TNT or DHL account and transport will be charged to receivers account. 

Tracking details dent to clients so they can track goods all the way  

 

How do customers pay CBD systems for the goods ?  

For larger orders we prefer a TT ( telegraphic transfer )  payment to our account in Australia 

however for smaller orders for your convenience we have a Westpac bank account in PNG that you 

can use.  

 

What advantages buying from Australian companies ?  

Australian goods unlike cheaper Chinese brands have a great reputation for quality setting 

yourself as a quality seller makes your business popular and trusted.  
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How do I get started  ?  

Simply complete our new customer form and once approved we’ll send you an order form.  Most 

of our clients copy and paste web links from Australian business into our order form so that we 

can the exact item you require.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Any further questions please  whatsapp  Andy   +61 414582116  


